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COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE ABELIAN GROUPS ANY REGULAR 
SUBGROUP OF WHICH IS COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE 

LADISLAV BICAN, Praha 

(Received September 14, 1973) 

In this paper we shall give the full description of all torsion free abelian groups 
with the maximum condition for the types which have the property formulated in 
the title. Concerning the groups without the maximum condition it suffices to know 
all such groups G the type set of which contains an infinite increasing sequence 
Tj < f2 < .. . such that for every f e f(G) it is f ^ t„ for some n, the set {f, f e T(G), 
Î ^ î„] is inversely well-ordered and for every prime p the inequality т„(р) Ф oo 
holds for a finite number of n's only. 

We start with the formulation of our results: 

Theorem 1. Let G be a completely decomposable torsion free abelian group 
satisfying the maximum condition for the types. Then any regular subgroup of G 
is completely decomposable if and only if G = D -[ H where D is divisible and H 
reduced and 

any three elements fi , T2, T3 from Т(Н^ the set {f̂  n 12, т^ n Тз, f2 n f3^ 
Ti n T2 n î^} i^ ordered and contains at most two different elements, 

2) if the elements f̂ , Î2 from T{H) are incomparable, then Я ( т J {and Я(т2)) 
is of finite rank, 

3) for any four not necessarily different elements f̂ , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 from Т(Н) 
with f 1 n Î2 II ^3 ^ ^4. it holds (т^ n 12) v (f 3 n 14) = jR. 

Let us denote by Ŝ  the class of all completely decomposable torsion free abehan 
groups G having three following properties : 

1) the type set of G contains an infinite increasing sequence т^ < Т2 < .. . such that 
for every î e f(G) it is f ^ f„ for some n and the set {f, т e f(G), f S "̂ «1 is inversely 
well-ordered, 

2) for every prime p the inequahty т„(р) Ф oo holds for a finite number of n's 
only, 

3) any regular subgroup of G is completely decomposable. 
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Theorem 2. Any regular subgroup of a completely decomposable torsion free 
abelian group G is completely decomposable if and only if either f(G) satisfies 
the maximum condition and therefore G is of the form from Theorem 1, or G is 
of the form G = D + ^ i + ^2 ^here D is divisible, G^ e ?l, T(G2) is inversely 
well-ordered and f̂  ^ f2 fo^ ^ny f̂  e т(G^), i = 1, 2. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

By a group we shall always mean an additively written torsion free abehan group. 
f(G) denotes the type set of the group G, i.e., the set of the types т^{д) of all non-zero 

elements g e G, If G is completely decomposable, G =Y, '^a then T{G) is the set of 
oceA 

the types of all /„, ot e A. R is the type of the group of all rationals. For the other 
notation and terminology we refer to [1]. Especially, for S ^ G, {S}^ denotes the 
pure closure of the set S in the group G and f ̂  || T2 denotes the incomparabihty of 
the types f 1, Т2. 

Following WANG [5] we shall call a subgroup H of G regular in G if any element 
of Я has in H the same type as in G. 

For the convenience of the reader we shall formulate some results from [2], [3], 
[4] and [5]. The proofs will be omitted. 

1.1. Lemma. Let Ji, i = 1, 2, 3 be three reduced torsion free groups of rank one 
and of the types f̂ , i = 1, 2, 3. / / any pure subgroup of G = J^ -i- J2 4- J3 is 
completely decomposable then the set {т^ n Т2, t j n ^3, Î2 ^ ^з^ ^i ^ ^2 ^^3} 
is ordered (in the natural order of the types) and contains at most two different 
elements. 

Proof. See [2], Lemma 2. 

1.2. Proposition. A completely decomposable torsion free group G the type set 
of which satisfies the maximum condition has the property that any one of its pure 
subgroups is completely decomposable if and only if G = D + H where D is 
divisible and H reduced and 

a) for any four not necessarily different elements f̂ , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 from Т(Я) 
with îi n %2 11 ^3 ^ ^4. it holds Я(т^ n Î2) ^ H{z^ n î^) = 0, 

b) for any two incomparable elements î\î" from T{H) the set {т^ n 2̂» "^»^ 
e T{H), t | ^ f ' n î'\ i = 1, 2} satisfies the minimum condition, 

c) for any three not necessarily different elements î^, T2, T3 from T{H) with 
^3 II ̂ x ^ ^2 the subgroup Я(т ̂  n Î2) is of finite rank, 

d) the set of all maximal elements of T{H) is at most countable. 

Proof. See [2], Theorem L 
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Let us denote by Ш the class of all completely decomposable groups G having the 
following two properties: 

1) the type set of G contains an infinite increasing sequence t^ < Т2 < .. . such 
that for every т G f(G) it is т ^ f„ for some n and the set {f, f e f(G), f ^ î„} is in
versely well-ordered for every n, 

2) any pure subgroup of G is completely decomposable. 

1.3. Proposition. Ä completely decomposable torsion free group G the type set 
of which does not satisfy the maximum condition has the property that any one of 
its pure subgroups is completely decomposable if and only if G = D -i- G^ + G2 
where D is divisible, Gj, еШ, T(G2) is inversely well-ordered and т̂  ^ ^2 for any 
ff G f(Gi), i = 1, 2. 

Proof. See [2], Theorem 2. 

1.4. Proposition. A completely decomposable group G has the property that any 
one of its subgroups H with GJH bounded is isomorphic to G if and only if: 

a) For any two incomparable elements f̂ , 12 from T{G) it is f 1 v Т2 = R. 
ß) ^f {'^n} ï̂  ^^ infinite increasing sequence of elements from T{G) then for any 

prime p the inequality т„[р) Ф oo holds for a finite number of n's only. 

Proof. See [3], Theorem 3, 

1.5. Proposition. Let G be a completely decomposable group satisfying the 
condition a) from 1.4. / / T(G) satisfies the maximum condition and H is regular 
in G with GJH torsion then H is isomorphic to G. 

Proof. See [4], Theorem 2. 

1.6. Proposition. Let G = G^ + G2 be a group such that G2 is completely 
decomposable with Т(р2) inversely welUordered and f ̂  ^ T2 for all t^ G ^(Gf), 
i = 1, 2. Then any regular subgroup H of G is a direct sum of H n G^ and a com
pletely decomposable group. 

Proof. See [5]. 

1.7. Lemma. Let G be a completely decomposable torsion free group having the 
property that for any four not necessarily different elements f ̂ , i = 1,2, 3,4 from 
r(G) with f 1 n Î2 II ̂ 3 ^ ^4. it i^ ^{^1 ^ ^2) ^ ^(^3 <̂  "̂ 4) = 0- Then any finite 
set îi,^2y ---^^n of elements of T(G) contains two elements having the same in
tersection as this set. 

Proof. See [2], Lemma 10. 
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2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 

In this section we shall deal with conditions 1) —3) of Theorem 1 and conditions 
a) —d) of Proposition L2. 

2.1. Lemma. Ä reduced completely decomposable group H satisfying condition 3) 
satisfies condition a). 

Proof. H(t i n T2) n Я(тз n 14) = Я((т1 n T2) V (тз n Т4)) = H{R) = 0. 

2.2. Lemma. Ä reduced completely decomposable group H satisfying conditions 
2) and 3) satisfies condition b). 

Proof. It suffices to show that Я*(т' n т") Ç {Я(т'), Н(Г)} since the last groups 
are of finite rank by 2). Let f > f' n f'' be an arbitrary element of Т(Н). Then 
f II f', f II f" is impossible since in this case f = f v (f' n f") = (f v f') n (f v f'') = 
= Rhy 3). Similarly f' n f" < f < f' leads to a contradiction f = f v (f' n f'') = 
= (f V T') n (f V f'') = f' since т is clearly incomparable with f\ From this the 
assertion easily follows. 

2.3. Lemma. Ä reduced completely decomposable group H satisfying conditions 
1), 2) and 3) satisfies condition c). 

Proof. For f 1 n f2 G Т(Я) it suffices to use condition 2). If т^ n f2 ^ ^ ( ^ ) ^^^^ 
necessarily t^ || Т2. Since 13 || f̂  n f2 we have т^ n Т2 > t^ n ^2 <̂  "̂ з = "̂ i '^ "̂ з = 
= T2 n f 3 by 1). Thus 3) yields f 3 = (f ̂  v Т2) n f з = (f ^ n Тз) v (f 2 n 13) = 
= f 1 n T2 n Тз — a contradiction completing the proof. 

2.4. Lemma. For a reduced completely decomposable group H condition d) 
follows from condition 3). 

Proof. We can suppose that the maximal elements of Г(Я) are well-ordered in 
a way. Let {т^, a < со} be the set of all maximal elements of T(H). For any oc < œ 
let us denote by N^ the set of all primes p with т^[р) Ф oo and M^ = \J Nß. By 

hypothesis, any N^, oc < œ is non-empty. On the other hand, M^ n iV« = 0 by 3). 
Hence the system {M^, a < со} of subsets of the set of all primes is increasing and 
therefore countable, from wliich the assertion easily follows. 

3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

a) Necess i ty . Condition 1): follows at once from Lemma LL Condition 2): 
follows at once from Proposition L2 c). Condition 3): Taking in Я the elements a, b 
with î"{a) = f 1 n Т2, ^"{b) = f 3 n f4 we get a completely decomposable pure 
subgroup S = {a, b}^ and Proposition L4 yields condition 3). 
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b) Sufficiency. Let G = D + Я be a completely decomposable group where D 
is divisible and H reduced with conditions l) —3) and let Tbe any regular subgroup 
of G. From the well-known properties of divisible groups (see e.g. [1]) it follows 
that we can assume T to be written in the form T = T n D + T' where T' ç Я. 
Denoting by S the pure closure of T' in Я we obtain the complete decomposability 
of iS by means of Lemmas 2.1—2.4 and Proposition L2. By Lemmas 2.1 and 1.7 T{S) 
satisfies condition a) of Proposition 1.4 so that Proposition 1.5 completes the proof. 

4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

a) Necessity. It suffices to use either Theorem 1 or Propositions 1.3 and 1.4. 

b) Sufficiency. If T(G) satisfies the maximum condition then it suffices to use 
Theorem 1. In the other case let G = Z) 4- Ĝ  + G2 be a completely decomposable 
group with D divisible, G^ e % T(G2) inversely well-ordered and f ̂  ^ Т2 for any 
f i e f(G,), i = 1, 2 and let T be any regular subgroup of G. By the well-known 
properties of divisible groups we can assume that T is of the form T = T n D + T' 
where T' Ç Gi 4- G2. Proposition 1.6 now completes the proof. 
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